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About This Game

Mother Simulator is a game for the gaming platform Windows PC, in which yo 5d3b920ae0

Title: Mother Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Steppe Hare Studio
Publisher:
Steppe Hare Studio
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel 
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i got this as a meme game for my girlfriend so here is her review: "bad controls, the game is more as a level based challange
game, not a simulator, the instructions for each lever aren't clear, bad controls and bad controls" refunded. Only have 6 hours so
far, got this game on sale for like $1.57. Was expecting to get bored after the first level, but after an hour and getting #1 on the
first level I knew this game was def worth the price. Controls are very good, I know this because I am average at every game I
play but am somehow good at this one. People are saying the controls are laggy but I haven't noticed it. I don't think there was an
option to change sensitivity but for me it's already pretty much perfect. The one biggest problem with this game is Motion Blur,
there's no option to toggle it off for some reason (MiniLadd had the same problem too). Besides that the game runs smoothly
and all the other options are fine. I was never really big on speed running, but running through these levels and getting top 3 is
actually really fun and satisfying. For anybody with a few extra bucks in there account like me, it's definitely worth it, even
more so when it's on sale.. Only have 6 hours so far, got this game on sale for like $1.57. Was expecting to get bored after the
first level, but after an hour and getting #1 on the first level I knew this game was def worth the price. Controls are very good, I
know this because I am average at every game I play but am somehow good at this one. People are saying the controls are laggy
but I haven't noticed it. I don't think there was an option to change sensitivity but for me it's already pretty much perfect. The
one biggest problem with this game is Motion Blur, there's no option to toggle it off for some reason (MiniLadd had the same
problem too). Besides that the game runs smoothly and all the other options are fine. I was never really big on speed running, but
running through these levels and getting top 3 is actually really fun and satisfying. For anybody with a few extra bucks in there
account like me, it's definitely worth it, even more so when it's on sale.. unplayable due to game braking bugs could not even
turn the tap on or pick the dummie up for the first mission. Being a mother is hard. I spent 58 minutes to beat the game with
100% and it was worth every Cent I paid! It was a short but kinda fun time with me trying to be an responsible Mum.
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